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In the last few months, blockchain like theIn the last few months, blockchain like the
Binance Smart Chain and the Polygon has seenBinance Smart Chain and the Polygon has seen
exponential growth due to the low commissionsexponential growth due to the low commissions
and the extreme rapidity of the transactions,and the extreme rapidity of the transactions,
this is causing a migration from the this is causing a migration from the ETH DeFiETH DeFi
(TVL dropped by 14% to 79%)(TVL dropped by 14% to 79%) to these lower- to these lower-
cost and more powerful ecosystems.cost and more powerful ecosystems.

The exponential growth of new EVM blockchains.

+65%
TVL Growth in Q2 2021

Binance Smart Chain and Polygon are currentlyBinance Smart Chain and Polygon are currently
seeing a seeing a transactions volume per daytransactions volume per day much much
higher than Ethereum, with a peak in a singlehigher than Ethereum, with a peak in a single
day of more than 11 Million transactions for theday of more than 11 Million transactions for the
BSC and more than 9 Million for Polygon.BSC and more than 9 Million for Polygon.

The daily transaction chart is not the onlyThe daily transaction chart is not the only
metric showing how these new blockchains aremetric showing how these new blockchains are
rapidly growing, another example can be therapidly growing, another example can be the
unique addresses chartunique addresses chart, which can prove the, which can prove the
mass adoption that they are having.mass adoption that they are having.
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Ethereum is losing ground because of risingEthereum is losing ground because of rising
gas fees which drives away retail usersgas fees which drives away retail users..  
Users are seeking cheaper alternatives forUsers are seeking cheaper alternatives for
DeFi activities (like yield-farming) withoutDeFi activities (like yield-farming) without
incurring heavy transactional costs.incurring heavy transactional costs.

KuCoin Community Chain

A big exchange like KuCoin behind, low-costA big exchange like KuCoin behind, low-cost
fees and fast confirmations with a block timefees and fast confirmations with a block time
of just 3 seconds, KCC has a big potential toof just 3 seconds, KCC has a big potential to
become become the next big EVM chain, the next big EVM chain, following thefollowing the
success of the Binance Smart Chain.success of the Binance Smart Chain.
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Autofarm PancakeBunny
Beefy
Finance

Price: $4,679.33
M. Cap: $111.48M

Price: $219.30
M. Cap: $111.03M

Price: $2064.02
M. Cap: $156.52M

PancakeSwap BakerySwap JulSwap

Price: $18.20
M. Cap: $2.65B

Price: $1.14
M. Cap: $164.85M

Price: $0.19
M. Cap: $96.46M

Venus C.R.E.A.M. ForTube

Price: $66.73
M. Cap: $611.56M

Price: $125.71
M. Cap: $84.05M

Price: $0.09
M. Cap: $51.79M

A new Ecosystem to populate

KCC is still in a early phase of the project andKCC is still in a early phase of the project and
major DeFi protocols are not yet launched.major DeFi protocols are not yet launched.  
KCC Starter aims to KCC Starter aims to become the backbone ofbecome the backbone of
the KCCthe KCC by launching all the major DEXs, by launching all the major DEXs,
Aggregators, Lending and NFT projects of theAggregators, Lending and NFT projects of the
upcoming future. Holding $KCCS you willupcoming future. Holding $KCCS you will
guarantee an allocation for these projects andguarantee an allocation for these projects and
of the of the future of KuCoin Community Chainfuture of KuCoin Community Chain..

April/May data



A trusted place to invest
We want to take part in the KCC growth and help it becoming a more valuable blockchain network

ensuring that projects are launched properly and in a safe and audited ecosystem where the users are
in total control of the token sale processes.










